THICKNESS: 3cm
COLOR: Santa Cecelia Polished
MATERIAL TYPE: Granite
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Brazil
CLASSIFICATION: Magmatic or Metamorphic Rock
ABSORPTION: Low to Med
SCRATCH RESISTANCE: High
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE: High

RECOMMENDED USAGE: All Areas - Granites are undoubtedly the most popular stone type used in countertop applications today. These are some of the hardest of the common dimension stones, offering high levels of resistance to abrasion and scratching. The primary minerals in granite materials are resistant to virtually all chemicals commonly found in a residential setting; however, there may be trace minerals present in some granites that are vulnerable to some acids. Granite can be found in many different finishes; however a polished finish will give the best performance and clean ability.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Do’s
• Clean up spills in a reasonable amount of time.
• Use clean water or PH neutral stone cleaner for daily cleaning
• Seal porous stone every 1-3 years

Don’ts
• Do not use any chemical based cleaners with bleach, ammonia, or acids.
• Keep acidic or alkaline products from contact of marbles, limestone, travertine, onyx, basalt products. This will cause etching.
• Do not cut on top of natural stones, granite may not scratch but will dull knife edge and could inbed metal into the surface.
• Do not sit, stand or place large amounts of weight on the front or back of cutouts, overhangs, or suspended bar tops.